THE landscape designer is faced with two fairly distinct problems:

(i) those relating to surface drainage and
(ii) those relating to sub-surface, or subsoil, or under-drainage, of the interior of the soil.

I propose to deal with these separately.

Surface drainage

Consideration must be given to this in so far as it is possible and necessary to prevent excess water from arriving at, or gathering on the land, and the means of removing it.

Here we must consider:

(a) water from higher ground arriving over the surface or below ground;
(b) means to prevent erosion and damage to new works — especially banks;
(c) means to prevent damage by discharge from the land, especially during works of construction;
(d) means of carrying away the outflow of springs; this may equally be a subsoil drainage problem;
(e) means of draining ponds, diverting ditches and water-courses, and draining off low spots.

Some useful recommendations as to these matters is readily available in British Standard Codes of Practice\(^1\) especially 2003/1959 entitled “Earthworks” para 3.04 et seq. This deals with “drainage of cuttings, slopes and interception of surface water,” and under para 4.03 “Drainage of embankments, piping of springs, and treatment of ponds.”

Reference is also made by BS Code of Practice 2001/57 para 835\(^2\) to ground water levels and the need for intercepting drains.

Methods of dealing with these problems are generally, in landscape work, very similar to those adopted by engineers and architects for earth works, and normal specification applies to the construction of open ditches and piped drains. Some special consideration, however, is often needed when it is required to have both at once in the form of a piped open ditch, called a “French drain”, and these are more frequently used in landscape work to catch the run-off of large open areas, especially sports fields. There are often contradictory recommendations as to the pipes and filling — as it is essential to keep the whole structure open to receive water at any point along its length, it is necessary to ensure that the pipes, which act as sinks, have a sufficient rate of infiltration and capacity to deal with the whole catchment area.

When agricultural tiles are used the gaps must be adequate, and the grade self cleansing at least 2.5 ft. per sec.; when porous or permeable wall pipes are used the rate of infiltration must be checked with the makers. Gravel envelopes are essential for French drains — some engineers have used well graded material with the result that packing ensues and blocking occurs and water does not get down to the drain. My experience indicates that gravel, pebble, broken stone of 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. to 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. size ensures long term porosity. Sizes of pipes must be calculated by formulae appropriate to surfacewater sewers.

Special problems in respect of surface drainage arise on lands which are extremely flat, that is from zero gradient to 1 in 1,000 or thereabouts, and where such land is underlain with impermeable soil strata. It is sometimes possible to improve such land by land forming techniques which are common in the Midlands for agricultural land where ridge and furrow drainage is practised. Land forming for this pur-

(contd. on p. 6)
pose involves giving slopes to areas of the land towards an outlet or ditch. Such work must be done with precision — there is an excellent description of the techniques in "Drainage of Agricultural Lands" by Luthin and in "Soil and Water Conservation Engineering" by Frevett and others where it is described as "bedding." The use and relevance of these techniques to landscape work lies almost entirely in the realms of sports fields constructed on flat alluvial areas where it is sometimes practicable to create a crowned field, that is to construct it to the shape of a low ellipse across the field, and catch the run-off in shallow side ditches.

Sub-surface or subsoil drainage

Our second division under this main heading is in respect of drainage below the surface — subsoil or under-drainage, or sub-surface drainage. This is concerned with the removal of water from within the soil itself and will need detailed consideration by the landscape designer. Some of the problems are:

(a) reduction of water tables;
(b) special difficulties with silt soils;
(c) top-water in clays.

In the case of the first of these, water tables only occur and can be substantially influenced by drainage techniques, in soils which exhibit some degree of permeability. Code of Practice 2001 on page 119 says "from clay to gravel, permeability may vary a hundred thousand million times." "Techniques of Landscape Architecture" quotes a table which from "coarse sandy" soil type with a permeability of 18.7 in./hour to "clay" with 0.006 in./hour a range of 3,000 times. Tables which are proposed for the new British Standard for Landscape Operations give ranges of 10,000 times, in in./hour. Obviously a solution for a soil with a permeability approaching the "excellent" class of 1.0 to 2.5 in./hour has little relevance to soils having a permeability below 0.01 in./hour which is considered too slow for artificial drainage to be effective.

It may be considered therefore that soils which exhibit features such as a permeability of 0.10 in./hour and lower must be considered in separate classes — such soils are silts and clays.

Clays in the range just mentioned for all practical purposes do not have a water table — only the vegetable soil is endowed with any degree of permeability — "the undisturbed subsoil plays no part in conducting water from the surface to the drain — rain penetrates the cultivated surface soil until it reaches the boundary between this and the subsoil, then flows along this boundary, down the direction of greatest slope, until it arrives at a position vertically above a drain where the drain trench" has an artificial degree of permeability many thousands of times better than the adjacent subsoil. Drainage then of such soils is concerned with, in effect, cutting intercepting drains across the contours, and trapping water as it travels along the boundary with the subsoil. Depth is not important in this context.

Where water tables do occur in soils of a sandy, or gravelly, or loam mix character.
acter with higher levels of permeability it is of course possible to influence the level of the table where it exists by piped drainage and the depths at which such pipes are put is critical. In many silts soils there are special problems and I shall devote much more later to a discussion of them.

**Drainage during construction works**

It is necessary for me to make special reference to the considerations applicable to drainage works during periods of construction works, (and including in this the period immediately following up to 2 or 3 years) where special works are often essential to enable the work to be performed economically and to prevent damage to or by the works.

Periods of construction including the first few years of establishment in large landscape operations are periods when the works are particularly vulnerable. The radical disturbance of soil structure by compaction during earth movement, by cultivations and by moving materials and machinery about the job, generally much in excess of normal agricultural operations, cause a diminution of, and a very slow return to, optimum permeable soil conditions. Additionally in silts in particular which are water unstable, top crusts are formed by rainfall, which gives rise to damage by quick sheet run-off, causing gully erosion and damage to adjacent land and property. There is some interesting discussion in this in “Biology and Engineering”5 under the title “The effect of vegetation on Drainage and Floods.”

Remedial and preventative measures include ripping and subsoiling with special tines and great care as to soil conditions when machines operate, to prevent compaction.

Other measures are as mentioned above under “surface drainage” and include cut-off drains to protect, and catch run-off. The design of cut-off drains in these conditions must be considered on the basis of the engineering formulae already referred to above, than on normal field drainage principles, because the reduction in permeability may well prevent any soakage into the soil and cause a discharge more akin to hardened areas such as roads and roofs than to “natural” areas. I have already mentioned “french” drains in this connection and it may well be that a rainfall intensity of 1½ in./hour may have to be used in design. Damage caused by intense storms can be considerable, and may give rise to claims from third parties when the direction and amount of run-off has been altered by levelling or other works.

The degree of vulnerability of construction works often diminishes considerably with time, being greatly influenced by the growth to maturity of ground vegetation and the return to optimum permeability of the soil aided by natural agents. However, this latter process may take many years and Crompton of Newcastle University, says6 that there are some soils which often radical disturbance take 50 years to return to optimum conditions — (contd. on p. 14)
"optimum" being a condition of land which has been for many years covered with undisturbed grass.

**Drainage effecting a permanent influence on soil water**

There are two methods generally in use which effect a lasting influence upon the soil/water regime; these are piped drainage and mole drainage. In landscape works both have uses and are often combined, the former being regarded as a permanent capital investment and the latter as a form of tillage or cultivation to be repeated after a period of years dependent upon soil and weather.

The best descriptions and studies of mole ploughing have been made by H. H. Nicholson in Chapter X of "Principles of Field Drainage" and should be referred to by landscape designers who practice in areas where the right clays predominate. Normal agricultural mole drainers are adequate for use in construction work, but for maintenance cultivations special cable drawn implements are essential to avoid damage and to the best of my knowledge there is only one on the market.

The recent publication "Techniques of Landscape Architecture" refers in this apart from the absence of guidance as connection to use in "pure clays" — quite to what is "pure," reference to Nicholson who lays down some rules for the type of suitable soil and describes them in a more accurate way by reference to the proportions of sand, silt and clay, and in my experience the only way to ensure reasonable results in the absence of positive identification is to have a mechanical analysis made of it.

As to piped drainage (or under-drainage or subsoil drainage), techniques of design are of the utmost importance to landscape architects — and with costs in the order of 10s. per yard, that is hundreds of £s per acre, it is necessary to consider this separately.

**Reference to textbooks and papers referred to in the text**
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**List of Fertilisers**

- **No. 1 High Grade (Spring/Summer)**
  - Fertiliser is a complex, mainly organic compound, safe and non-scorching, applied at 2 ozs. per sq. yd.
  - *Price £6 10s. 0d. per ton*

- **No. 2 High Grade (Autumn/Winter)**
  - Fertiliser is the Autumn counterpart of 'No. 1 High Grade'. Also for pre-seeding.
  - *Price £5 10s. 0d. per ton*

- **No. 3.** A fertiliser for stimulating Spring growth in backward turf, with the popular analysis 10 : 5.7 : 2.5
  - *Price £5 0s. 0d. per ton*

- **No. 13** A good organic fertiliser for putting body into thin, poor colour turf.
  - *Price £5 2s. 0d. per ton*

List available of Fairways Fertilisers, consistently good quality soils, sands, grits, seeds, peats, accessories, proprietary weed-killers, fungicides.

Many Golf Clubs using T.F.T. Fertilisers include The Berkshire, Prince's, Sunningdale, Wentworth and also used annually by The Royal Gardens and Parks, "Lord's", Wimbledon; Ministry P. B & Works, Municipal Authorities.

**TOP FORM**

**TURF FERTILISERS LTD.**
Woodland Dell, Byers Lane, South Godstone, Surrey.
Telephone: South Godstone 3203
(day and night recording)

T.F.T. Fertilisers are used on televised turf.
A sponsor of The Mitcham Pro/Am.